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ABSTRACT  

Until now, wireless recognition has already built a giant system and adopted 

everywhere. In medical treatment, geography detects high accurate machine 

examination. Or some daily applications like fingerprint recognition and handwriting 

recognition and face recognition, all these technologies are making our lives better. It 

became necessary to modern science development now. 

With the development of technology and widely used of wireless recognition, the 

requirement of accuracy and safety is continually increasing. To avoid being influenced 

by white noise and signal from other devices, the process of doing wireless signal 

modulation, translation, conversion and recognition method is much completely than 

before. Sometimes it too hard to let the user comprehend and analyses the signal, or 

there a big amount of data, in this case, we can let the computer do it by itself. 

That’s what we called machine learning. With the technic of machine learning, a 

computer can recognize by itself, moreover, it’s able to do the prediction of the data. 

In this project, I’m going to use radar to do a wireless signal recognition application 

experiment by setting several different scenes and do the measurement by the radar. 

And adapt the measurement result into the convolution neural network, and research 

that if the convolutional neural network is able to learn the data and recognize other 

data scans from the same scene. The research can help us to find that if neural network 

deep learning can be used in signal recognition, which can be applicated in radar 

security detective, geography radar detective issue, etc. 
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CHAPTER 1-Introduction 

1.1 Application of radar signal recognition 

3 billion years ago, life appeared on the earth. After almost 2 billion years of evolution, 

they have nerve and become be able to recognize and react with outside environment. 

Nowadays, creature’s already have high development nerve system, they can sense 

what they saw, what they hear and what they touch. They can recognize things they 

have already known, and also able to memory new things, and adopt suitable reaction, 

that’s what we called intelligent. That’s why human can be the most powerful species 

on the earth-best intelligent on the earth. However, organism’s power is limited. 

They’re many things that too complicate to sense, to recognize, and to remember. Even 

though we have tools like optical microscope, it’s still far from what we need. We need 

something that can convert things into visual information and data. When the sensor is 

first invented, it used the feature that metal’ shape changes with temperature to create 

electrical signal. Nowadays, in our daily life, they are Macau Pass card, bar code in 

supermarket, key card in hotel, even face recognition is already adopted on normal 

mobile phone. As to some high-tech application domain, it’s used to detect geologic 

structure of mountain and seabed. Used in military reconnaissance. Using MRI or 

ultrasonic to do the health test and used to analyses the ingredient of medicine or 

toxicant. Signal recognition become necessary to people’s daily life. 

In 1930s, radar was invented. The word “radar” is the abbreviation of “radio signal 

detection and ranging”. It uses wireless electromagnetic wave to detect the target by 

collecting the reflect signal from its target. And figure out the information of target like 

its direction, distance, speed, or scale.  
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Figure 1: Principle of Radar. 

In the initial, radar is designed to detect metal object in the sky to find enemy’s plane 

or other military issue in the world war 1. Now time, the usage of radar is much more 

common and varietal. The use of modern radar is highly diverse, including radar 

astronomy,  all terrain traffic control, radar astronomy, military defense systems, 

missile defense systems, land defense systems, marine radar landmarks and other 

vessels, aircraft collision avoidance systems, marine surveillance systems, aircraft 

collision avoidance systems, and meteorology. Altimetry and flight control systems, 

precipitation monitoring, and geological observations of ground penetrating radar. 

High-tech radar systems are associated with digital signal processing and machine 

learning to extract useful information from very high noise levels. Radar is a key 

technology for autonomous driving systems and the main use of sonar and other sensors. 

For example. The radar used in this project, P410 RCM can be used with moderate rate 

wireless signal information exchange as a Peer to peer ranging system. Inertial 

augmentation for drift removal and wireless channel impulse response measurement, 

etc. 

 

1.2 Machine learning 

With the development of technologies, many work and machine are developed to be 

automation and intelligent. For example, mobile phone is starting to abandon finger 

print recognition and starts to develop face recognition. Voice recognition system are 

also adopted in mobile phone and computer like Siri for IOS and Mac or Cortana for 
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Windows, which can do what we asked, and can do some basic chatting. When we open 

the YouTube, it will recommend some video associate with the contend we have search 

on Google. When somebody try to send some dirt words on some website, those words 

will be converted into “***” automatically. We can also search a strange image with 

google to find its origin. That’s the power of machine learning. Different from the 

traditional idea of computer learning and judgement, which is stereotypical, like using 

simply plenty of “if…else” or “switch” command in programing to make computer 

react with input, like what figure 2 showed, rules are write and adjustment by human. 

In this case, the program will be very long and complicate, it will be difficult to maintain 

and be slow in running. The rule is stereotype and may cause some trouble when 

working, for example the dirt word masking system may dismiss some normal word, 

or sentence, and resist their people’s normal communication. Meanwhile machine 

learning is let computer do the self-adaption, which is preparing to deal with more 

variable and unexpectable situation and have no need to list all kind of input that may 

happened. Since the computer will set the rule by itself, it’s no need to write such a long 

program and it’s no need to pay a lot energy to fix the program in future  maintaining. 

Another advantage is that it can decrease the influence from outside noise, especially 

in voice recognition, even though it’s noisy outside, it can still recognize the feature of 

input and do the right reaction

 

 
Figure 2: Traditional method of learning[2].. 
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Figure 3: Method of machine learning.[2]. 

Machine learning can be classified into several types, usually be supervised, 

unsupervised, semi-supervised and Reinforcement Learning. The most representative 

among them are supervised learning and unsupervised learning. 

As to supervised learning, the two basic algorithms are classification and regression, 

programmer should feed training data include labels to algorithm, the label is the 

solution of the algorithm that we desired. For example, in image recognition with 

Neural networks, programmer should label different image in training database with a 

name like “cat”, “dog”, “ship”, then the computer can class strange image, that’s the 

application of the classification algorithms. For the regression algorithms, the most 

classic example is the data prediction. Like doing prediction of apartment with Linear 

regression algorithm, programmer should provide plenty of data, like apartment’s size, 

place, furniture situation, And also its label and the price. In unsupervised learning, 

programmer won’t provide any label. It usually used in clustering, or data visualization. 

For example, a group of data of a shop’s customers are provide to the algorithm and 

they’re no label, computer will cluster them according to their similarities. For example, 

customers who bought ice-cream in the evening will be cluster in the same group. It 

will help the algorithm to analysis the mixed data.  

1.3 Python 

Just like original machine learning method, its function needs to achieve by computer 
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programming, and Python is chosen by most programmer. 

Comparing to other program language like C/C#, python is much easier to program an 

adjust, and easier to do complex work with float number. However, its most observe 

advantage is the huge amount of library it contains. For example, “Pandas” is used to 

read file. “Numpy” is used to do calculation, which contain big amount of calculation 

function like matrix processing and array processing. “Matplotlib” can be used to draw 

picture output. Which can output figure like histogram, scatter chart to show or f 

visualize the result, which is widely used in data prediction. It can also invoke many 

useful databases, like Mnist, a hand write database, which is usually used to train the 

handwrite recognition system. There is also a powerful library, which developed by 

Google, called TensorFlow. 

1.3.1 TensorFlow and Algorithm  

TensorFlow have stable API and can perfectly cooperate with other libraries like 

Numpy. It can help programmer standardize their program. Its high compatibility can 

make it run on almost all machine. More database or library supported by Google, like 

Google images.  

TensorFlow’s work flow is the data transfer between different session. Each step of 

calculation is complete in their specific session. In this case, TensorFlow is easy to 

manage especially with some great complicate engineering project. 

There’s also another type of TensorFlow, called TensorFlow-GPU, which permit 

TensorFlow’s work base on the calculation of GPU, which can let program run much 

faster than that on CPU.  

In the process of training, the difference between ideal weight, bias and true weight, 

bias is considered as a “loss”. And the essential method of machine learning is the 

optimize with loss. For example, we can use Gradient descent to minimize the loss, by 

using comment like tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(learning_rate=learning_rate), 

we can minimalize the average sum of error like the figure 18 showed. 
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Figure 4: Gradient descent. 

Other Algorithm like linear regression, logistic regression are also widely used, 

depending which function is going to be achieved. 

When do the data training, there are some important parameter, like learing rate and 

batch. Value of Learning rage is the speed of learning, value of batch is that how many 

data will be trained together each time. They strongly influence the speed and accuracy 

of machine learning, but there’s no satisfy way to figure out their value. They may 

adjust by programmer’s practical analyzation.  

 

1.3.2 Tensorboard 

Since TensorFlow’s operation is basic on the multiple sessions. Its whole work flow 

can be visualized to help us understand the TensorFlow model structure and do good 

management. 

 

Figure 5: The interface of Tensorboard. 
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Chapter 2-Deep Learning Algorithm and 

Neural Networks 

2.1 Neural Network 

Deep learning can be considered as a branch of machine learning method, which 

combined with layers of processing units, and the calculate result of each layer will 

translate to next layer as its input. 

Neural Networks is a classic example of deep learning, and also its core. Have powerful 

learning and analysis ability, which is adopted in YouTube, Siri and AlphaGo. As its 

name told, this algorithm is to use program to simulate biological neurons by doing 

logical calculation. For example, Perceptron, a kind of basic artificial neural network 

structure which first developed by Frank Rosenblatt in 1957, its output is based on the 

input and their special parameter call weight. As the figure 4 showed. The associate 

formula is: 

 

 

Figure 6: A single neuron.. 

 

The idea of weight is based on the biological theory. When two neurons on both sides 

of a synapse have high frequently reaction,  the synapse between them will become 
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stronger. In artificial neural network, weight stand for the feature of the data. And  

computer will learn to recognize a data by find out its feature. 

However, in more useful case, there should be a parameter “Bias”. And form the 

formula to be . The bias will help the system maker better classification 

and it’s also necessary. For example, if the data distribute like following figure 5, and 

we need to do the classify the circle and triangle. Without the bias, the formula, 

 will pass through the origin, and it’s no way to do the right classification. In 

the process of machine learning, all weight and bias will be continually refreshed, until 

they become as approximate as they can. 

 

Figure 7: The usage of bias. 

To solve more complicate problem, only one neuron is not enough, than we need to 

build up a neural network with more layer. As the figure showed.  

 
Figure 8: Full connected neural network. [2]. 

Each circle stands for a neuron, and those line connect them stand for a weight. Even 

though hidden layer can be replaced by more neuron in input layer, hidden layer has 

much higher efficient than neural with no hidden layer when dealing with complicate 

machine learning problem. After adding a nonlinear activate function, it can become 

more complicated, some theory support that, a neural network with enough hidden layer 

can matching all functions in the world. 
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2.2 Activation Function 

Then get the result by adopt an activation function, it is a kind of function that bring 

non-linear properties into the network and generate output signal from input signal. 

Activation function is necessary to neural network, a neural are not able to match a 

complicate function but only a one-dimensional function without activation function, 

which means it will be just a liner regression model and not able to do complicate 

work like image recognition. In the other hand using a differentiable function will be 

more convenient to analyze the system’s efficient and do the optimization. There are 

various kind of activation function, for example, sigmoid function is a basic activation 

function. 

 

 
Figure 9: The sigmoid function graph. 

However, sigmoid function has some serious defect. It will bring gradient vanishing, 

which will make the system unoptimizable. To get better training efficient, Relu 

function become the most popular algorithm: 

𝑅(𝑥) = max(0, 𝑥), it’s means if x<0, then y=0, if x≥0, then y=x. It’s simple and high 

efficient and has good performance on avoiding gradient vanishing.  

 
Figure 10: The Relu function graph. 
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2.3 Convolution Neural Network 

For some common application, like image recognition, normal neural network is not 

efficient enough, since image recognition is based on every pixel on the image. For 

some high-quality image, which contain million of pixels, a normal neural network 

requires millions of neurons to match the function. According to a new study of brain 

and visual cortex study. They found that some visual neuron in animal’s brain only react 

with a specific domain in his sight, several neurons react domain may have overlap, 

and all neutrals react domain will cover the whole slight domain. They also have their 

own special feature. For example, some neuron may only react with intersect line, while 

some other react with horizontal lines. There’s also some neurons react according to 

some of other neuron. The new comprehension brings new breakthrough in neural 

network, in 1980 Convolutional neural network was invented. Which brings two new 

concept, convolutional layer and pooling layer.  

2.3.1 The Calculation of Convolutional Layer 

Convolutional layer’s design is come from the principle of animal’s visual system. For 

machine learning, computer will recognize image by analysis each pixel, and all pixels 

are expressed by array. For example, a colorful image with 1080×1080 pixels will be 

transfer into an array of 1080×1080×3, the number three is the data of color, come from 

the value of RGB. As the figure showed, all pixels in a specific size of fields called 

receptive field, which associated with a neuron in convolutional layer 1. The receptive 

field is flipping on the image with the number of pixels it moves each time of 

convolution call stride. The value of stride will determine the dimension of output in 

next convolutional layer, which is also associate with the speed of work and accuracy. 

However, as the figure showed, the input layer have 7×5 pixels and the receptive field 

are in field of 3×3, if the stride is set into 3, the image can not fit with the receptive 

field at the last column and row, in this case, programmer usually set a zero padding, 

by adding pixel with data of zero surround the image, which will not affect the feature 

of the images. Padding can also let the output in each layer keep in a specific size to 
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avoid information loss. 

 

Figure 11: Work of convolutional layer. [2]. 

 

Figure 12: Valid padding and zero padding.. 

To determine a suitable stride, padding, and convolutional kernel size and output size 

are necessary to build a highly efficient convolution neural network. They have the 

following relationship. 

The padding size=:  

 

𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑜𝑓𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡 

𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑜𝑓𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔. 

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑜𝑓𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙. 

𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑜𝑓𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒. 

By determine all these parameters, the images will do the convolution in convolution 

kernel. It’s an array which contain weight and bias, which means is the essential part of 

the learning. It’s working process can be simplifying as below. After the calculation, 

the output of convolutional kernel is called feature map or channel. One feature map or 

channel can stand for a feature, the strength of the feature is express by the value on the 

feature map. 
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Figure 13: The convolution process. [2]. 

For system with multiple convolution layer, there’s a formula like below: 

 

with  

zi,j,C is the output in channel C in convolutional layer l, which locate in row i and column 

j. 

xi′, j′, c′ is the output in channel m or m’ in convolutional layer l-1, row i’, column j’. 

wu,v,C,C′ is the weight associate between the input in row u, column v, channel m’. And 

neuron in channel C. 

bC is the bias on channel C. 

sh,sw are stride in both height and width direction.   

rh,rw are reception field in both height and width direction. 

After the calculation, there comes a new feature map, which can use to define a new 

feature of the input images. More feature map may bring more accurate result, but too 

much feature map may bring the risk of overfitting.  

2.3.2 Pooling layer 

After a series of calculation of neuron, there come a new feature map, and ready for a 

new term of convolution. However, the further calculation can be more simplify, and 

the system can also be more resource saving by adopting pooling layer. Similar with 

the working method as convolution layer, in pooling layer, all neuron in a specific size 

of field in convolution layer or feature map are connect with one neuron in pooling 
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layer. Pooling layer works by sample its input data and then output the maximum value 

or average value of each pooling kernel, just like the figure below. 

 
Figure 14: The pooling process. [3]. 

 

It can decrease the number of parameters to saving more calculation, also can prevent 

the system from overfitting. Pooling layer can also make the system more flexible, since 

that the pooling is to sample the maximum value in a specific field, if an image rotate, 

or translation for several pixels, the output of its pooling layer will keep same as before, 

the feature is called invariance. For example, as the figure 13 showed, in input layer, 

the position of the array is different, but after the operate of pooling, they got same 

result. 

 
Figure 15: The use of pooling. [2]. 

 

The size of output in pooling layer also need to consider carefully. It can be calculated 

as below: 

𝐻 =
ℎ′ − 𝑟ℎ

𝑠
+ 1 

𝑊 =
𝑤′ − 𝑟𝑤

𝑠
+ 1 

H and W is the height and width of its output. 
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h’ and w’ is the height and width of its input. 

rw and rh is the height and width of the receipt field. 

s is the stride. 

2.3.3 Architecture of Convolution Neural Network 

Convolutional layer and pooling layer are both necessary components to build a 

convolutional neural network, another problem is how to combine them, for a classic 

structure, there’re several convolutional layer after input layer, then pooling layer, then 

convolutional layer and pooling in terms. At the end of these convolutional layer, an 

activate layer is needed, ReLU function is usually used. 

 

 

Figure 16: A classic CNN architectures. [2]. 

 

There may also be a SoftMax layer which is a kind of activate function to translate the 

output of the neuron into the type of possibility. The sum of all result will be defined as 

1. Its principle is showed as follow. 

 

 

The input images will become smaller and deeper after processed by the convolutional 

neural network. 

 In the final step of processing, there are a fully connected neural network to do the 

classification or recognition and end with a activate function, which base on the result 

of SoftMax layer.  
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2.4 Other CNN Architectures 

2.4.1 AlexNet 

There is also other new design type recently, which may have better efficient then 

classic structure, for example, AlexNet Convolutional Network architecture is a new 

design of structure. It reduces the error rate to 17%. It has the bellowing structure. 

 

 
Figure 17: Structure of AlexNet.. 

 

By observing the processing, a color image with 224×224 pixels will become array with 

1000 feature. 

2.4.2 GoogleNet Architectures-Inception V3 

Inception v3 is a architectures built by google, which won the champion in visual 

recognition competition, 2014. It combined by 47 hidden layers. Also contain 

horizontal convolutional layer. It can use all parameter more efficiently and can work 

with 1/10 of parameter than AlexNet. The figure shows the structure of Inception. 
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Figure 18:Structure of Inception-V3. [2] 

 

 

Figure 19: The structure of an inception module.. 

 

2.5 CNN Bottleneck Training  

In Inception-V3 network, bottleneck layer is designed to reduce the total amount of 

feature map by using an 1x1 convolutions calculate, since output channels will be less 

than the input channel. It’s also called image feature vector. 
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Figure 20: Bottleneck layer.. 

 

 

Bottleneck That’s means bottleneck layer is a good storage of the information of the 

CNN, which can store enough data to do the classification function, since Inception-V3 

is an extreme complicate network, which is design for million or even higher level of 

data samples and very and require long time of training, for lower amount of database. 

Bottleneck training can be used. Bottleneck training is adjusting the weight and biases 

between the bottleneck layer and output layer, which is shown as blue line in figure 20. 

When adapting low amount of data, bottleneck training works faster, and have much 

lower requirement to the computer’s calculation ability and can prevent the problem of 

overfitting.  

In this project, we wrote a script to invoke the TensorFlow retrain code and output new 

model graph. 
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Chapter 3-Practical of Images recognition 

3.1-image recognition by Inception-V3 without retraining 

In this section, Inc is used to do the images recognition. According to its database, 

inception-v3 can already trained eption-v3 with 1000 type with labels. Several images 

are used to test the model. There’re also three hand draw images: a white cat, a colorful 

cat, and an airplane. Their result is showed below. The system will show 5 most possible 

result and their probability by SoftMax function. 

 

convertible (score = 0.18399) 

beach wagon, station wagon, wagon (score = 0.09678) 

sports car, sport car (score = 0.09366) 

limousine, limo (score = 0.06672) 

minivan (score = 0.04343) 

It’s a tail of a car, As the result said, the most possible result is convertible, it’s close 

to the true answer but not actually right. However, those 5 results are all associate 

with vehicle, it’s a good testing. 

 

 

yellow lady's slipper, yellow lady-slipper (score = 0.15231) 

bee (score = 0.12317) 

ant, emmet, pismire (score = 0.07936) 

rapeseed (score = 0.05229) 

daisy (score = 0.03966) 

The images are a flower, but the most possible result by recognition is yellow lady’s 

slipper, that’s totally wrong, we speculate that the camera is too close to the flower, 

it lost most flower feature that inception-v3 already trained. second result is 

cypripedium, they have similar shape but different color. Third is ant and bee, the 

reason to get the result may be cause that the images of ant and bee in training the 

data are usually appear with flower. 
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Table 1: The Recognition Result before Inception-V3 Retraining. 

 

picket fence, paling (score = 0.14864) 

church, church building (score = 0.11054) 

worm fence Virginia fence (score = 0.09275) 

boathouse (score = 0.06292) 

lakeside, lakeshore (score = 0.04686) 

In this part, the right result is appearing in the second part while other result are all 

associate with architect, the result “fence” apparat multiple time, the reason may be 

that the weight of the system were concentrate more on color. 

 

motor scooter, scooter (score = 0.38521) 

moped (score = 0.30958) 

disk brake, disc brake (score = 0.01460) 

tricycle, trike, velocipede (score = 0.00848) 

snowmobile (score = 0.00184) 

The right answer appears first and have high possibility with 38.521%. While other 

result are all associate with vehicle or machine. 

 

warplane, military plane (score = 0.65859) 

wing (score = 0.25870) 

airliner (score = 0.01292) 

parachute, chute (score = 0.00840) 

ambulance (score = 0.00185) 

The images are a warplane, just like the first result showed, with high possibility. The 

2th to 4th result is all associate with airplane, maybe their images in training database 

are usually appear with an image of airplane. However, it’s hard to explain how the 

result of ambulance came. 

 

space shuttle (score = 0.58885) 

warplane, military plane (score = 0.04075) 

corkscrew, bottle screw (score = 0.03114) 

wing (score = 0.01327) 

hammerhead, hammerhead shark (score = 

0.01190) 

This image is by hand draw, it’s an airplane, inception v3 recognized it as space 

shuttle firstly. Then following with warplane, since it’s not a good painting, the 

result can be considered as a good result. 
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envelope (score = 0.43643) 

spider web, spider's web (score = 0.07588) 

barn spider, Araneus cavaticus (score = 0.05358) 

jellyfish (score = 0.02369) 

nematode, nematode worm, roundworm (score = 

0.02303) 

 

hair slide (score = 0.46286) 

triceratops (score = 0.04694) 

hook, claw (score = 0.02650) 

chime, bell, gong (score = 0.02019) 

whistle (score = 0.01927) 

Those two cats are in same shape, but only second one is painted with color. They 

both got wrong result, the first one got result with envelope, spider, jellyfish, 

nematode, we can find that all these results are associate with white color, because 

the cat is white. As to the yellow cat, most result in top 5 are most associate with 

tools. The first one is hair slide, with possibility of 46%. We can detect that the 

reason may be the black texture on it, and there is high value of weight on 

horizontal line.  

After do the testing, we found that the result is not very accurate. Since there’re 

totally 1000 type of class. Even the highest possibility result is still in a low value 

of possibility. To let it get better effect in classification some specific class of 

image, we can retrain the Inception-v3. I set eight class of image database, each 

class contain 500 images, and invoked an official program file with a bat file to do 

the retraining. It takes almost 30min and generate a new data file contain the data of 

all images and their labels. Then I invoked the new data file and do another term of 

testing. In this term of test, there will be only eight type of result just like the 

training database. 

 

 

After the first turns testing. We found that the result is not acceptable since it made a 

lot of errors. The result may be caused that the original model contain too many labels, 

and did not trained with specific data we provided.  In this case we adapt CNN 

retraining method. The CNN will be retrained to recognize some specific images with 

specific labels. Though it’s no longer to make a basic recognition to almost all kind of 
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images anymore. It will have good performance on recognize the data that provide by 

user. 

 

3.2-image recognition by Inception-V3 after Bottleneck 

Retraining 

Table 2: The Recognition Result after Inception-V3 Retraining. 

 

airplane (score=0.92815) 

dog (score=0.02644) 

cat (score=0.01070) 

motor (score=0.00863) 

flower (score=0.00743) 

guitar (score=0.00715) 

house (score=0.00608) 

car (score=0.00542 

 

airplane (score=0.96707) 

dog (score=0.00954) 

cat (score=0.00566) 

house (score=0.00381) 

flower (score=0.00370) 

guitar (score=0.00364) 

motor (score=0.00329) 

car (score=0.00328) 

 

airplane (score=0.95181) 

dog (score=0.01365) 

cat (score=0.00786) 

car (score=0.00631) 

flower (score=0.00612) 

motor (score=0.00576) 

house (score=0.00449) 

guitar (score=0.00400) 

 

airplane (score=0.51566) 

dog (score=0.18140) 

cat (score=0.09464) 

flower (score=0.08107) 

guitar (score=0.05077) 

house (score=0.02931) 

car (score=0.02418) 

motor (score=0.02297) 

 

cat (score=0.71503) 

dog (score=0.18216) 

motor (score=0.02613) 

airplane (score=0.01866) 

house (score=0.01799) 

flower (score=0.01672) 

guitar (score=0.01253) 

car (score=0.01077) 

 

cat (score=0.74658) 

dog (score=0.13458) 

airplane (score=0.03059) 

motor (score=0.02851) 

flower (score=0.02200) 

car (score=0.01305) 

house (score=0.01304) 

guitar (score=0.01164) 

 

cat (score=0.82077) 

 

dog (score=0.28587) 

 

dog (score=0.28674) 
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dog (score=0.10589) 

airplane (score=0.01725) 

flower (score=0.01662) 

motor (score=0.01186) 

guitar (score=0.01021) 

house (score=0.00871) 

car (score=0.00869) 

cat (score=0.15373) 

airplane (score=0.13379) 

motor (score=0.11318) 

guitar (score=0.08939) 

flower (score=0.07997) 

car (score=0.07783) 

house (score=0.06623) 

cat (score=0.18398) 

airplane (score=0.14322) 

motor (score=0.08961) 

guitar (score=0.08897) 

flower (score=0.07778) 

house (score=0.07344) 

car (score=0.05624) 

 

dog (score=0.33007) 

cat (score=0.12826) 

flower (score=0.11464) 

airplane (score=0.10579) 

motor (score=0.09486) 

guitar (score=0.08178) 

car (score=0.07950) 

house (score=0.06509) 

 

flower (score=0.17689) 

airplane (score=0.14467) 

dog (score=0.13902) 

car (score=0.13225) 

cat (score=0.12211) 

guitar (score=0.10541) 

house (score=0.10058) 

motor (score=0.07907) 

 

flower (score=0.92183) 

house (score=0.02189) 

car (score=0.01265) 

dog (score=0.01232) 

airplane (score=0.00895) 

cat (score=0.00842) 

motor (score=0.00782) 

guitar (score=0.00610) 

 

flower (score=0.98939) 

dog (score=0.00330) 

cat (score=0.00284) 

house (score=0.00146) 

motor (score=0.00104) 

guitar (score=0.00085) 

car (score=0.00067) 

airplane (score=0.00043) 

 

house (score=0.91470) 

dog (score=0.01757) 

car (score=0.01458) 

cat (score=0.01209) 

airplane (score=0.01203) 

motor (score=0.01116) 

flower (score=0.00910) 

guitar (score=0.00877) 

 

house (score=0.94558) 

car (score=0.01433) 

airplane (score=0.00887) 

dog (score=0.00876) 

cat (score=0.00691) 

flower (score=0.00594) 

motor (score=0.00530) 

guitar (score=0.00431) 

 

guitar (score=0.96158) 

flower (score=0.0723) 

dog (score=0.00681) 

motor (score=0.00544) 

house (score=0.00525) 

airplane (score=0.00495) 

car (score=0.00450) 

 

guitar (score=0.97788) 

dog (score=0.00422) 

flower (score=0.00401) 

motor (score=0.00317) 

airplane (score=0.00308) 

house (score=0.00263) 

car (score=0.00256) 

 

house (score=0.98953) 

car (score=0.00469) 

dog (score=0.00152) 

flower (score=0.00103) 

motor (score=0.00100) 

cat (score=0.00095) 

guitar (score=0.00067) 
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cat (score=0.00423) cat (score=0.00245) airplane (score=0.00060) 

 

guitar (score=0.97387) 

dog (score=0.00543) 

flower (score=0.00404) 

house (score=0.00376) 

motor (score=0.00354) 

cat (score=0.00326) 

airplane (score=0.00313) 

car (score=0.00297) 

 

flower (score=0.73078) 

dog (score=0.06926) 

cat (score=0.05567) 

airplane (score=0.04102) 

house (score=0.03576) 

motor (score=0.02770) 

guitar (score=0.02012) 

car (score=0.01969) 

 

motor (score=0.95629) 

dog (score=0.00863) 

cat (score=0.00799) 

flower (score=0.00762) 

airplane (score=0.00649) 

house (score=0.00508) 

car (score=0.00460) 

guitar (score=0.00330) 

 

car (score=0.96699) 

dog (score=0.00653) 

house (score=0.00646) 

airplane (score=0.00597) 

flower (score=0.00575) 

cat (score=0.00383) 

motor (score=0.00295) 

guitar (score=0.00152) 

 

car (score=0.82162) 

dog (score=0.05597) 

cat (score=0.02518) 

motor (score=0.02262) 

house (score=0.02163) 

airplane (score=0.02102) 

flower (score=0.02025) 

guitar (score=0.01171) 

 

car (score=0.90674) 

dog (score=0.03259) 

flower (score=0.01193) 

airplane (score=0.01128) 

motor (score=0.01105) 

guitar (score=0.01063) 

cat (score=0.00847) 

house (score=0.00731) 

 

motor (score=0.92850) 

dog (score=0.01452) 

flower (score=0.01156) 

house (score=0.01092) 

cat (score=0.01021) 

car (score=0.00992) 

airplane (score=0.00793) 

guitar (score=0.00642) 

 

dog (score=0.49972) 

flower (score=0.19250) 

cat (score=0.16419) 

house (score=0.03746) 

airplane (score=0.03043) 

car (score=0.02911) 

guitar (score=0.02519) 

motor (score=0.02141) 

 

dog (score=0.49834) 

cat (score=0.16624) 

airplane (score=0.07283) 

house (score=0.07090) 

flower (score=0.06959) 

motor (score=0.04929) 

car (score=0.04220) 

guitar (score=0.03061) 

I choose three new images from the eight class I do the retraining, they are all different 

from those images in training database. According to the result, since the total amount 
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of class has reduced to eight, those result can be delivered with higher possibility. 

Almost all images were classified right, with very high possibility, most of them can 

reach possibility of 95%. An interesting phenomenon is that the system had trouble in 

separate dog and cat. Especially when the images are dog. When images are cat, the 

possibility of cat is much higher than dog. While when the images are dog, the 

possibility of dog is only a little higher than cat. After several times of checking, we 

speculate that the reason is that those images of cat is classic “cat appearance”. While 

those dog images don’t show unique dog’s feature. The Samoyed dog images were even 

classified as flower, the second highest possibility result is airplane, and “dog” only 

have 13.902% possibility, in the third place. We speculated that the reason is that the 

dog is full white color, and that didn’t happen in training data base. While there were 

many examples of flower and airplane with pure color. The setting of stride and batch 

speed of training may affect the meticulous of the system, so that the neural network 

may ignore some detail on the dog’s face and made the wrong decision. We also retest 

the three hand draw images. The airplane got satisfy result. But the two-hand draw cat 

didn’t, both of them got dog as the most possibility classification. For the colorful cat, 

flower is the second possible and cat is third. As to the white cat, the second possible 

classification is cat. It’s hard to explain the reason because they’re not good painting, 

but still have much accurate result than that before the retraining. 
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Chapter 4-The Application of CNN onto 

radar signal recognition  

4.1 Lab background and method 

The experience is based on Time Domain’s PulsON 410 Ranging and Communications 

Module. It’s a small size, low power consumption and inexpensive equipment with high 

rate range and high accurate measurement performance, it also a convenient operation 

and control tools. 

 

Figure 21: The PulsON 410 radar used in scanning.. 

 

The center frequency of the PulsOn is 4.3 GHz, and the frequency range 410 is 3.1 GHz 

to 5.3 GHz,  

 

The radar needs to connect to computer while scanning to transform scanning data or 

adjusting radar parameter. The overview of the radar scanning is showed in figure below. 

FIR Motion filter and bandpass filter is available while training, however, in this project, 

we choose to use raw scan data since it’s more convenient and can reserve more 

information. Since the laboratory is narrow, a microwave absorber is also adapted to 

get rid of the influence of the unwanted return signal reflected by wall. 
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Figure 22: Radar scanning structure.. 

 

 

Figure 23: Microwave absorber. 

4.2 Parameter setting 

First the Pulse Integration Index should be decided. Since the radar is work with 

coherent operation, which can integrate several scans result and them improve the 

Signal-to-Noise ratio. Pulse integration index. Higher PII will bring Higher SNR, and 

also bring higher max range, higher precision range measurement, and lower data rate. 

After several times of testing, we set the PII as 15. 

Since the radar using multiply samplers which act in parallel to reach the rake receiver 

function. The time between scan start time, which is the time when first data point be 

scanned, and scan stop time, which is the time when last data point is scanned, must be 

even multiples of 5859.36ps. We set the scan start time as 40000ps and scan stop time 

as 51719ps. So, we have the quanta as 2. For reach good data transform quality, scan 
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process time should be decided by following formula.  

Threshold Multiple is a 1 to 255 parameter to control the sensitive of the radar’s 

scanning. We set it as 5 by multiple times of testing and comparing. 

 

According to the following example datasheet, for PulsON 41, the scanning process 

time is 51072, which is locate in green area, which means it’s safe for do the 

measurement with no dropped packets. The data in the table may have few differences 

in different computer, but we can find the principle that low recording speed will be 

safer. 

Table 3: Performance of Scanning with Different Scanning Time. 

PII Quanta 

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

 

8 

Swath(m) 

0.88 

1.75 2.63 3.51 4.38 5.26 6.14 7.02 

6 19727 9863 6576 4932 3945 3288 2818 2466 

7 9863 4932 3288 2466 1973 1644 1409 1233 

8 5932 2446 1644 1233 986 822 705 616 

9 2466 1233 822 616 493 611 352 308 

10 1233 616 411 308 247 205 176 154 

11 616 308 205 154 123 103 88 77 

12 308 154 103 77 62 51 44 39 

13 154 77 51 39 31 26 22 19 

14 77 39 26 19 15 13 11 10 

15 39 19 13 10 8 6 6 5 

 

4.3 Lab procedure 

We built 7 scenes: 

Scene 1: Empty. 
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Scene 2: A Carton. 

Scene 3: Plastic box inside a carton. 

Scene 4: Metal plate inside a carton. 

Scene 5: A Man and a carton 

Scene 6: A man. 

Scene 7: A man in moving. 

 

 

Figure 24: Group 1: Empty scene. 

 

 

Figure 25: Group 2: A carton.. 

 

 

Figure 26: Group 3: A plastic box in a carton.. 

 

Figure 27: Group 4:Metal plate inside carton 

 

 

Figure 28: Group 5: A man with a carton.. 

 

 

Figure 29: Group 6: A man.. 
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Figure 30: Group 7 :A moving man. 

 

We take 1100 samples for each of them. We took 1000 samples to training, 90% of them 

were used in training set, and 10% of them were used in testing set. The rest of 100 

samples will used in manual operation test. 

So, there will be 6300 samples used in training, 700 samples used in auto-testing, and 

700 samples used in manual operation testing. 

After the data scanning, we used the data to do the bottleneck training. The batch of the 

training is set as 100 and the model will be trained by 4000 turns.  

 

4.4 Lab result

 

Figure 31: A sample waveform of "Empty Scene". 

 

 

 

Figure 32:A sample waveform of "Carton".. 
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Figure 33: A sample waveform of "Plastic box and Carton".. 

 

 

Figure 34: A sample waveform of "Metal plate and carton".. 

 

 
Figure 35: A sample waveform of "Man and carton".. 

 

 
Figure 36: A sample waveform of "Man".. 

 

 

Figure 37: A sample waveform of "A moving man”. 
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4.4.1 Self-test: 

The system will test the training model automatically. According to figure 38 and figure 

39. Figure the accuracy of the model raised very fast in the first 500 turns of training 

and then the rising rate become much lower. The accuracy become stability stay above 

90% percent after 2500 turns of training. 

As the figure 39 showed. The cross entropy is lower than 0.2 by the 4000 turns of 

training. Cross entropy is used as loss function to describe the difference between ideal 

output and actual output, which can be calculated by following formula:  

𝐻(𝑝, 𝑞) = −∑𝑝(𝑥)𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑞(𝑥)

𝑥

 

Probability p(x) is the ideal output. 

Probability q(x) is the actual output. 

 

Figure 38: The accuracy of the test while training.. 

 

Figure 39: The cross entropy of test while training. 
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Figure 40: The average of the all weight. 

 
Figure 41: The standard deviation of all weight.

 

Figure 42: The average of all biases. 
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Figure 43: The standard deviation of all biases. 

According to figure 40 to figure 43, we can see the process of the system while adjusting 

its weight and biases value while training. Since all weight and biases are initialized to 

a value that closes to 0. We can find the process of adjusting works well. 

Figures 45 and 46 show the result of auto-validation. Validation is used to test the 

model’s quality that if it can recognize new data, which came from the precision of 

testing from the randomly selected data from all data used in the test set its result can 

be used to check if the model has the problem of overfitting. According to the result, 

the model works well and still stay in high quality until it finished 4000 turns of training. 

As figure 44 showed. The accuracy of train and validation is approximately equal to 

98%. 

 

Figure 44: The end point accuracy of train and validation. 
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Figure 45: The accuracy of validation.. 

 

 
Figure 46: The cross entropy of validation. 

4.4.2 Manual operation test 

We list all result for each label’s test and form a graph, by using the SoftMax function 

the all probability distribution are shown.  

 

Figure 47: The test result of the group "Empty".. 
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Figure 48: The test result of the group "Carton". 

 
Figure 49: The test result of the group "Plastic box and carton" 

 

 

Figure 50: The test result of the group "Metal plate and carton". 
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Figure 51: The test result of the group "Man and carton". 

 
Figure 52: The test result of the group "Man". 

 

Figure 53: The test result of the group "Moving man". 
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According to the result. We found that the group of “Empty”, “Carton” and “Metal 

plate and carton” got 100% right result and high possibility point.  

4.5 Result statistics 

There total 14 error results so there have the correct rate of 686/700=98%, just like the Self-

test result showed in figure 44.All errors are listed below, the yellow field record the wrong 

answer generated by system. The blue field and green field is the right answer it should be. 

Their probability is also recorded to do the comparing. 

Table 4: The Statistic of All error and their right answer 

Man 

Metal plate and carton (0.4032) Man (0.28402) 

Man and carton (0.41208) Man (0.40731) 

Man and carton (0.43426) Man (0.40249) 

Man and carton 

Man (0.49491) Man and carton (0.39218) 

Moving man 

Man (0.41768) 

Man (0.45195) 

Moving man (0.25998) 

Moving man (0.0646) 

Man (0.46276) Moving man (0.4202) 

Man and carton (0.48005) Moving man (0.28856) 

Man and carton (0.74619) Moving man (0.03464) 

Man and carton (0.74255) Moving man (0.02139) 

Metal plate and carton (0.71895) Moving man (0.17022) 

Metal plate and carton (0.52641) Moving man (0.33507) 

Carton (0.5123) Moving man (0.30917) 

Plastic box and carton 

Moving man (0.47632) Plastic box and carton (0.35707) 
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4.6 Result Analysis 

For the group of “Man”, there are three errors, “man” was recognized as “metal plate 

and carton”, and “man and carton” twice. The error may come from the chair. Since the 

structure of the chair contains metal and fiber, which have similarity with the feature of 

the metal plate and carton. Since there exists the influence from the fiber on the back 

of the chair, which has a big surface, it’s possible to be recognized as a man with a 

carton. In these three cases, “Man” did not be recognized right but still got a good point 

which is higher than the average possibility. It’s an acceptable result. 

For the group of “man and carton”, there is one error, “man and carton” were recognized 

as “man”. Just like the test group of “Man”, the error may come from the influence of 

the chair. 

For the group of “moving man”, there are nine errors, “Moving man” was recognized 

as “man” in 3 times. “man and carton” in 3 times, “metal plate and carton” in two times, 

and “carton” in one time. This group brings most of the error results in the whole test. 

When we do the scanning of this part, a tester was told to do any action freely in front 

of the radar. That means the training set may not contain all the action he did. Some of 

the test set may be completely new for our model. So that it’s unavoidable to bring error 

results. We found that in these 9 error samples. 6 of them are associated with “man”. 

That means the model had truly learned the feature of the being of “Man”. And the rest 

of the error may come from the new action of the tester.  

For the group of “plastic box and carton”, there is one error, “plastic box and carton” 

was recognized as “moving man”. We did not find any possible reason to cause the 

result since the right answer “plastic box and carton” still got 35.707% possibility in 

the recognition, we tend to treat the result of error as the influence of noise. 
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CHAPTER 5- Conclusion and Future 

Research 

5.1 Conclusion 

In this project, for the preparation of further application of signal recognition and 

classification, the theory of machine learning is used to do image recognition. Different 

from the original method of machine learning, deep learning is the kernel method. We 

adopt convolutional neural network, which is popular and recently develop rapidly. 

Convolutional Neural Network is used as our algorithm. We adapted Inception-V3 

network, since CNN is a too complicate to our database and computer device quality, 

we used bottleneck retraining instead of training the whole network. It’s a simple but 

high efficient method, though it work not as good as the whole Inception network 

training, its performance is still good enough for many classification issue. We found 

that it works really well in classify images. However, with the increasing of the number 

of labels, the difficulty in classified will increase. It also has difficulty in recognizing 

hand draw images accurately, but still able to separate different classes of hand-drawn 

images. The system is sometimes stereotypical that it may be confused when two 

images have similar features but in different labels, for example, dog and cat. Optimize 

can still be made by adjusting the stride and batch of learning. Adding more training 

examples can also make it work better. 

By the training of the radar data. We found the CNN network can handle the radar signal 

recognition well in both small and large amount of database. By increasing the turns of 

training to 4000, we raised the both training accuracy and validation accuracy of self-

test to 98%. After the self-test done by the system, we chose 100 samples from each 

scanning group randomly and do the testing. And there are only 14 samples was not 

recognized correct. That’s mean the accuracy is 98% either, which is fit the result of the 
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self-testing. 

According to the result, most errors happened in the group of the “Moving man”. We 

use the group “Moving man” as an unexpectable information source, and it still got an 

acceptable result. The whole test set contains 100 samples, and 91 of them are 

recognized correct. it since most of those errors should be defined as “not definitely 

correct”, but not “wrong”. In other testing experiments, the model also got a very high 

correct rate. Three test group got 100% accuracy in testing. So it’s reasonable to believe 

that by expanding the database to the level of million or higher, which can invoke CNN 

and the inception-V3 network ’s function completely,  it’s possible to build a highly 

accurate automatically recognition radar detection system. 

5.2 Future work and development 

After the year 2010, there several new breakthroughs in the domain of machine learning. 

Especially in the neural network, which was once abandoned, has showed its power. 

There are many reasons which cause the situation, as the new design in the neural 

network, like AlexNet and inception-v3, development in hardware is also important. 

Since the theory of CNN was appear before 2000 but didn’t get rapid development for 

decades years because of the limitation of the hardware. Truth has proved that neural 

network and machine learning have infinite potential, with the development of an 

algorithm and machine calculation, and the decrease in machine’s volume, especially 

after the breakthrough in the development of quantum calculation, the ability of 

computer process will make a huge leap. Just like AlphaGo, a high intelligent AI system 

which can beat the best chess master Ke Jie, it was considered impossible before.  

Human is more and more close to building real artificial intelligence. 

Now days, wireless technology are taking higher and higher statue in almost all domain 

in human daily life and development. For example AN/SPY-6(V) is a kind of new air-

defense radar, developing by USA, are use to supervise the controlled airspace and 

defend the missile or air attack. For those high sensitivity military radar, the recognition 

process is especially important. Since it should detect air threaten fast and good, and 
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meanwhile, must be care that not recognized safe object as enemy by mistake. That’s 

need a high intelligent machine learning model. Besides radar, infrared, sonar , radio 

wave are also important wireless communication medium. Since wireless 

communication is high efficient an convenient, by adapting the method of machine 

learning, or even more, a proven AI system, the whole human society and developing 

speed will have a great improving. 
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APPENDIX 

import tensorflow as tf  

import os  

import numpy as np  

import re  

from PIL import Image  

import matplotlib. pyplot as plt  

class NodeLookup(object): 

    def __init__(self):   

        label_lookup_path = 

'inception_model/imagenet_2012_challenge_label_map_proto.pbtxt'    

        uid_lookup_path = 'inception_model/imagenet_synset_to_human_label_map.txt' 

        self.node_lookup = self.load(label_lookup_path, uid_lookup_path) 

    def load(self, label_lookup_path, uid_lookup_path): 

        proto_as_ascii_lines = tf.gfile.GFile(uid_lookup_path).readlines() 

        uid_to_human = {} 

        for line in proto_as_ascii_lines : 

            line=line.strip('\n') 

            parsed_items = line.split('\t') 

            uid = parsed_items[0] 

            human_string = parsed_items[1] 

            uid_to_human[uid] = human_string 

        proto_as_ascii = tf.gfile.GFile(label_lookup_path).readlines() 

        node_id_to_uid = {} 

        for line in proto_as_ascii: 

            if line.startswith('  target_class:'): 

                target_class = int(line.split(': ')[1]) 

            if line.startswith('  target_class_string:'): 
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                target_class_string = line.split(': ')[1] 

                node_id_to_uid[target_class] = target_class_string[1:-2] 

        node_id_to_name = {} 

        for key, val in node_id_to_uid.items(): 

            name = uid_to_human[val] 

            node_id_to_name[key] = name 

        return node_id_to_name 

    def id_to_string(self, node_id): 

        if node_id not in self.node_lookup: 

            return '' 

        return self.node_lookup[node_id] 

with tf.gfile.FastGFile('inception_model/classify_image_graph_def.pb', 'rb') as f: 

    graph_def = tf.GraphDef() 

    graph_def.ParseFromString(f.read()) 

    tf.import_graph_def(graph_def, name='') 

with tf.Session() as sess: 

    softmax_tensor = sess.graph.get_tensor_by_name('softmax:0') 

    for root,dirs,files in os.walk('C:/Users/asus/Anaconda3/Lib/site-

packages/tensorflow/quan233/'): 

        for file in files: 

            image_data = tf.gfile.FastGFile(os.path.join(root,file), 'rb').read() 

            predictions = sess.run(softmax_tensor,{'DecodeJpeg/contents:0': image_data})  

            predictions = np.squeeze(predictions)  

            image_path = os.path.join(root,file) 

            print(image_path) 

            img=Image.open(image_path) 

            plt.imshow(img) 

            plt.axis('off') 

            plt.show() 

            top_k = predictions.argsort()[-5:][::-1] 
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            node_lookup = NodeLookup() 

            for node_id in top_k:      

                human_string = node_lookup.id_to_string(node_i 

                score = predictions[node_id] 

                print('%s (score = %.5f)' % (human_string, score)) 

            print() 

 

import tensorflow as tf 

import os 

import numpy as np 

import re 

from PIL import Image 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

lines=tf.gfile.GFile('C:/Users/asus/Anaconda3\Lib/site-

packages/tensorflow/project/output_labels.txt').readlines() 

uid_to_human={} 

 

for uid,line in enumerate(lines): 

     

    line=line.strip('\n') 

    uid_to_human[uid]=line 

     

def id_to_string(node_id): 

    if node_id not in uid_to_human: 

        return '' 

    return uid_to_human[node_id] 

 

with f.gfile.FastGFile('C:/Users/asus/Anaconda3\Lib/site-

packages/tensorflow/project/output_graph.pb','rb') as f: 

    graph_def=tf.GraphDef() 
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    graph_def.ParseFromString(f.read()) 

    tf.import_graph_def(graph_def, name='') 

     

with tf.Session() as sess: 

    softmax_tensor=sess.graph.get_tensor_by_name('final_result:0') 

     

    for root,dirs,files in os.walk('C:/Users/asus/Anaconda3\Lib/site-

packages/tensorflow/project/tests2/'): 

        for file in files: 

            image_data=tf.gfile.FastGFile(os.path.join(root,file),'rb').read() 

            predictions = sess.run(softmax_tensor,{'DecodeJpeg/contents:0': image_data}) 

            predictions = np.squeeze(predictions) 

             

            image_path=os.path.join(root,file) 

            print(image_path) 

             

            img=Image.open(image_path) 

            plt.imshow(img) 

            plt.axis('off') 

            plt.show() 

             

            top_k=predictions.argsort() [::-1] 

            print(top_k) 

            for node_id in top_k: 

                human_string = id_to_string(node_id) 

                score=predictions[node_id] 

                print('%s(score=%.5f)'%(human_string,score)) 

            print() 


